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We are pleased to announce that Ricardo Costa (Trabis) from Portugal and Nicolas Andricq
(ForMuss)  from France, have been inducted into the XOOPS Hall of Fame

XOOPS Hall of Fame has been created to recognize people who provided in the past
extraordinary support and dedication for XOOPS, and helped to move XOOPS forward. It is just
a small token of appreciation for all the hours they've spent on making XOOPS what it is today -
one of the world's finest Web CMS solutions around!

Ricardo Costa (Trabis) - the Lead Developer of the XOOPS 2.4.x series and XOOPS 2.6.0. He
also developed and updated countless modules. He is one of the finest and most pleasant
developers to work with, respected and beloved by the whole XOOPS Community.

Nicolas Andricq (ForMuss)  - the Lead Developer of the XOOPS 2.5.x series and XOOPS
2.6.0. A PHP and JavaScript expert, he revamped together with his "French Team" the 2.5.0
Admin GUI making it looking very cool! He also incorporated Bootstrap into XOOPS 2.6.0 and
redesigned the Admin GUI.

While due to new jobs and family responsibilities they had to scale down their XOOPS
involvement, we hope that once their lives become less hectic, they'll be able to contribute again
to XOOPS!

Please join us in thanking them for all the hard work, their support and dedication to XOOPS!!!!

XOOPS Council
Sept. 16, 2013
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